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First PM at INA Memorial
On July 8, 1945 Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose laid the foundation stone of Indian National Army Memorial in Singapore in honor of the 26,000 INA ofﬁcers and soldiers among the
60,000, almost 44 percent, highest ever sacriﬁce by any army; who fought the ﬁnal battle for India's independence. PM Narendra Modi is Indian's ﬁrst head of the government to pay
tribute to the fallen INA soldiers, on November 24, 2015. The memorial has inscribed the INA motto – Etihaad (Unity), Etmad (Faith) and Kurbani (Sacriﬁce). With the declassiﬁcation of
ﬁles pertaining to Netaji and the INA, history would be revisited and rewritten for future generations. Pix: PIB

Editorial

Highlights of MCC Released
Sagnik Chowdhury:
Union Minister for
Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises
Kalraj Mishra released
the Highlights of MCC
Chamber of Commerce
& Industry for the year
2014-15, in Kolkata on
November 07. Minister
of State for Urban
Development, Housing
and Urban Poverty
Alleviation Babul
S u p r i y o a n d We s t
Bengal State Finance
Minister Amit Mitra
were also seen.
The government recently launch several schemes: Credit
Guarantee Scheme (CGS), Credit-linked Capital Subsidy Scheme
(CLCSS), Cluster Development Programme (CDP) and the
National Manufacturing Competitiveness Programme (NMCP)
to facilitates MSMEs.
The Ministry announced considering for revision in the
implementation front of the policy. Government is in the process
of taking views and comments of different ministries. "Reactions
and feedbacks have also come from the public. We are also talking
to various stakeholders, including other central ministries, state
governments, and private and public banks, to streamline the

mechanism of granting
loans, and simplifying
labour laws and other
related procedures to
facilitate the setting up
of these small
businesses," Mishra
said.
Speaking about
various steps taken by
the government on
promoting MSME
sector, he said there is a
huge scope in West
Bengal and the Centre
will support in
promoting it. “Land,
municipal services and
building permissions are primarily state subjects. Registration of
an enterprise through Entrepreneur Memorandum I (intention to
set up) and Entrepreneur Memorandum I I (actual
commencement) was seen as a cumbersome process. We have
tried to replace it with the Udyog Aadhaar Form, a one-page online ﬁling system.," Mishra added.
State Finance minister Amit Mitra said there is phenomenal
growth of MSME sector in the state. “The venture capital fund for
MSME, proposed in the last State budget will start functioning
from next month. The department has started the process of
identifying bankable projects for funding,” he added. Pix: PIB
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Remembrance

The Craze Venture
Ashok Singhal's Last Rite

TCVN: Prime Minister Narendra Modi at Antim Darshana of late
VHP leader Ashok Singhal, in New Delhi on Nov 18. Pix: PIB
Sir Chandrasekhara
Venkata Raman
Nov 7, 1888 - Nov 21, 1970

Badal Bhattacharya's Last Rite

The Society  November 2015

Madan Mohan Malaviya Honoured

TCVN: BHU Alumni
Association-Kolkata
organized a function in honor
of Bharat Ratna Awardee
Pandit Madan Mohan
Malaviya on November 08.
Speaking on the occasion,

Governer Keshari Nath
Tripathi said, “Pandit
Malaviya was among the top
leaders and freedom ﬁghters”.
Union Minister for MSME
Kalraj Mishra was also seen.
Pix: PIB

CIL Foundation Day

He discovered that, when light
traverses a transparent
material, some of the deﬂected
light changes in wavelength.
This phenomenon is called
Raman Scattering.

Bipin Chandra Pal Jayanti
Saturday, November 7
Kanailal Dutta Punyatithi
Tuesday, November 10
National Education Day
Maulana Abul Kalam Azad
Jayanti
Wednesday, November 11

TCVN: Former MLA Badal Bhattacharya passes by on Nov 1.
Senior leaders of Bharatiya Janata Party paid their last rites at the
State BJP Ofﬁce. In 1999, he had won the Ashoknagar assembly
seat in a by-election. He was the ﬁrst MLA from West Bengal
representing BJP. Pix: Sumit Baradia

City NGO Distributes Cow Milk

TCVN: Coal India Ltd
celebrates its 41st foundation
day in Kolkata. Minister of
State (Independent Charge)
for Power, Coal and New and

Renewable Energy Piyush
Goyal presented the awards.
CIL Chairman Sutirtha
TCVN: Bengali newspaper
Bhattacharya was also seen.
Manusher Matamat felicitated
Pix: PIB
scientist Dr. Arup Mitra and
novelist Shibani Sinha with
People’s Choice Award. Editor
Nazmul Hassan preside Hello
Kolkata Sahitya Sammilani.
Author Dr. Arun Kumar, editor
Asish Basak, actors Swagata
Sarkar, Smriti Das, Krishnkali
Das and child artist Soumili
Sarkar were also present. Singers
Sanjita Nandan, Krishnapriya
Polley, Sanjeet Karmakar, Juile,
Pranati Saha and Sukanya Sen
regaled the audience with songs.

Seminar of Brain Gym Akademy

Birsa Munda Jayanti
Sunday, November 15
Lala Lajpat Rai Punyatithi
Tuesday, November 17
Batukeshwar Dutt Jayanti
Wednesday, November 18
TCVN: City NGO, Gau Mata Unnayan Sakha distributing fresh
cow milk to children in Kolkata. Pix: Rajendra Dubey

Social Media Volunteers’ Meet
Guru Teg Bahadur
Punyatithi
Lachit Borphukan Jayanti
Tuesday, November 24
Guru Nanak Dev Jayanti
Wednesday, November 25
Constitution Day
Thursday, November 26

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is
a national campaign
covering development of
statutory infrastructure:
household pit latrines,
sanitary latrines, hand
pump, drains, soakage
pits, solid and liquid waste
disposal.

TCVN: Following Social Media Workshop early on the day,
Bharatiya Janata Party organized an interactive session at Social
Media Volunteers’ Meet at Haryana Bhavan in West Bengal, on
November 22. Over hundred social media intellectuals from across
the state participated and exchanged ideas and views about social
media. L-R: IT Cell Co-convener Ujjwal Pareek, IT Cell Convener
Kishore Kar, National IT & Social Media Incharge Amit Malviya,
National Spokesperson Sambit Patra, MLA Samik Bhattacharya
and Media Cell Convener Krishanu Mitra. Pix: Brij Mohan Jha

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan at Pathuria Ghat

Join the
intensive campaign,
lets generate
sanitary awareness
and educate
for a
healthy society

Aamader Coffee House
TCVN: Brain Gym Akademy,
an initiative of Milantirtha
Agro Projects Ltd has
conducted a seminar for
discussing the child overall
mental development at
Calcutta Rowing Club on
November 15.
The program was
inaugurated by former Vice
Chancellor Dr. Sujit Kumar
Basu along with Sr. Vice
President of Bengal Economic
Council Dr. Biswajit Guha and
actor-producer Piya Sengupta.
Executive director Chiranjib
Paul, Gayasur Roy, Sanjit
Kumar Pal, Rabindranath
Mallick and other board
members were present.

Diganta Chakraborty, Jaya
Chakraborty, Krishna Kali
Das, Krishna Priya
Ppresentolley, Papiya Das,
Ashish Basak, Dwijesh
Chatterjee, Gouri Shankar
Das, Shankar Das and Swapan
Banerjee were also present in
the seminar.
The ofﬁcial spokesperson
said: Our Goal is to teach the
children how to take charge of
the training and unlock their
genetic potential. Each child is
unique by itself. We need to
nurture them and bring the best
out of them. Our students can
sense the visual properties of
any object without actually
seeing it. Pix: Amit Gupta

The Craze Venture
Reader’s Offer

TCVN: Aamader Coffee House
- a Bengali magazine run by
Palash Acharya, a dynamic
Bengali naval engineer based in
Daman & Diu organized ‘Kathao-Gaan’- a state-level literary
contest. He invited poets and
singers to take part in the talent
hunt. Selected poems will be
published and songs will be
release in association with Hello
Kolkata. Editor Piyali Acharya
hopes to extend ‘Katha-o-Gaan’
at the national-level.

Digital Version
thecrazeventure.in
TheCrazeVenture

SPECIAL DISCOUNT!

Appliances
that make
your life
easy

Obeisance to
the Ganga river

Customer Care: 1800 3070 3370
BECOME A VOLUNTEER
CALL 9831518805

TCVN: Encraft uPVC door and
window are designed to cope
w i t h ‘ A L L’ I n d i a n w i n d
pressures due to its ability to
insert structural steel
reinforcements into the hollow
main chamber of the uPVC
proﬁles thereby achieving
strength compatibility with
wood and Aluminium. It utilises
‘Hurricane Bars’ as additional
support and can withstand
storms; gusting over 3000
Pascal’s which is equivalent to a
speed of 245 km/hr, without
damage or permanent
deformation. Encraft is ideally
suited for applications
throughout India, especially for
buildings close to coastal areas
where they are permanently
exposed to strong winds, heavy
rain and salty air.

Sahitya Sammilani

Jawaharlal Nehru Jayanti
Saturday, November 14

Transgender Day of
Remembrance
Friday, November 20

Wind-Proof Encraft

TCVN: India First teams with street children and local residents to
clean up Pathuria Ghat ahead Chaat Puja. Pix: Kaushal Jalan

ORDER
NOW

http://orpleappliances.com
For more details email corporate@orplegroup.com

*T&C Apply  Pay by Cash on Delivery  Brands, Logos, Creative, Trademarks, Copyrights are owned by their respective owners.
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Marked Excess and Violence: Miss Butterfly Painterly Vision of the Formless Divine

TCV Correspondent

Miss Butterﬂy directed by
Sujit Guha premiered at the
Priya Cinema recently, was
marked by a load of excessive
violence and blood-shed that
was once the genre of
Bollywood movies in the
earlier era. The story line by
Bidu Das who also doubles up
as the producer of the ﬁlm is
too clichéd and has nothings
new or original to offer to the
new millennium audience by

way of entertainment. All the
ﬁlm can boast of is the smart
sophisticated mounting and
packaging that somehow
managed to sustain viewers
interest in the ﬁrst half of the
ﬁlm before the interval.
The screenplay traces the
role of a crime journalist
(played by Pamela), a young
woman who takes up the
cudgels to boldly face her
opponents and adversaries
namely criminals involved in
drug peddling and, bring them

to justice with an avenging
spirit. Nothing can be more
absurd when she is portrayed
as an angel or fairy from
heaven in the opening shot
who descends to curb wanton
crime on earth.
T h i s
k i n d
o f
preposterousness of blending
illusion with hard reality in a
willing suspension of disbelief
was too far fetched for
credibility and leaving its
impact on the audience, may
well be best forgotten.

All New Delectably Mughlai
TCV Correspondent

The rich traditional,
culture of delectable Mughlai
cuisine may be deemed
inextricably connected with
the aristocracy of the Mughal
emperors ranging from Babur
to Bahadurshah Zafar. They
stormed the country and this
invasion extended to foodfront as well. After tucking into
a wide variety of choicest
delicacies, Mughlai has come
to stay. Right in the hub of the
city an all new Mughlai
restaurant, Darbaar-E-Khaass
was opened recently at

Ballygunge Phari. The interior
reﬂects the Akbari darbar
through its moss-green and
gold décor.
Sk. Azam, the young
owner of the restaurant who
once was a pizza delivery boy
and a U-13 Bengal cricket allrounder. Within few months he
became a manager of that QSR
and thereafter a R S M of
another, all the while dreaming
of having his own venture.
The cuisine is chieﬂy
Lucknowi but the taste and
ﬂavor is subtle and not heavy
in keeping with the ensuing
health trend. As opposed to

gas-operated cooking they use
charcoal and grain-wood to
bring out the authenticity.
Their specialty includes
Murgh Mussalam, Rasila
Kebab, Darbaar-E-Khass
Murgh Biriyani among others.
According to Chef Md.
Kassim, “We have moderated
on the spice-blends and the
oily bits to give a healthier
outlook to the food without
sacriﬁcing the necessary
ethnicity.”
With the meal for two
costing `450, an experience
here will not be forgotten in a
hurry.

Anit Mukerjea: Profound thoughts and ideas
of the subconscious mind surface in the
creations of some exceptional painters giving
their higher self or soul a visual dimension in
their canvases. Strange and inscrutable are the
ways of life as they appear to the naked eyes of
art viewers who may at ﬁrst be overwhelmed
by the mysteries of the subtle laws of the
metaphysical world and, of the unseen,
unknown powers within the individual artist.
Going by a recent exhibition of Syed Azhar’s
solo paintings titled ‘Touch Me Not’ at the
South Gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts
Kolkata, gives one the impression of a
painterly vision of the formless divine.
Among the twenty large canvases in both acrylic and oil showcased , are four oil calligraphic
works projecting visually the attributes of the Islamic deity deemed the Merciful Creator and the
formless divine which has a strong inﬂuence over Azhar’s other paintings as well. Tne
calligraphic inscription in Arabic in the four oil paintings are derived from the painter’s
painstaking research of the Holy Koran and the Hadith which records the holy words of Prophet
Mohammed.
Azar has held several exhibitions at Dubai. Some of his paintings have a special 3D visual
effect particularly in ‘Forbidden Apple’ and ‘Dignity of Lost Womanhood’ which seems to come
alive and break out of the canvases.

Soul Call
Anit Mukerjea

This book, being the
maiden venture of Abhay
Mishra, by profession a
business consultant, attempts
to bring about an awareness
level of the higher
consciousness, the hidden self
or soul to give this illusory life
a better motivation, a real
purpose and realization of
discovering the meaning and
signiﬁcance of the
inconsequential yet profound
moments beyond the
limitations of the senses and
apparent veil of reality.
The different chapters may
be read as a reference point at
random and does not
necessarily have to follow an
ordered sequence as in most
other books on personal
philosophy. The basic aim of
the author is not access to
information but help in aiding
the readers' personal
transformation by removing
the blinkers and make one
observe life from a more
positive inner eyes of intuition,
evidently honed from the
writer's own personal
experiences.

Easy Comfortable Pranayama

S

ushmita Bose, Practitioner of
Alternative Healing and Reiki
Master and Aroma Therapist shares
beneﬁts of yoga in daily life.
Sit on Padmasana. Close your right
nostril with the right thumb.Draw in the air
very slowly through the left nostril. Then
close the left nostril also with the little and ring ﬁnger of the
right hand. Retain the air as long as you can. Then exhale very
slowly through the right nostril after removing the thumb.
Now half the process is over. Then draw the air through the
right nostril, retain the air as before and exhale very slowly. Do
the whole process 20 times in the morning and evening. As you
inhale imagine you are taking in all the positive qualities like
love, good health, peace, mercy etc. Similarly while exhaling
imagine and let go off all the negative attitudes like anger,
stresses, ill health, jealousy etc. This Pranayama removes all
diseases. Puriﬁes the nadis and steadies the mind in
concentration.

Astrologer
Doctor
Academician
Chef

The Craze Venture: Model Madhubanti Adhikary

The Urdu lyrics 'Hum ek
shahkaar hai, hum sare
kayenaat ke hai' (I am a great
creation, I belong to the
Universe) and 'Bahoot bawafa
lagne laga hai… Woh kiya hai
aur kiya lagne laga hai' (Very
faithful He appears to me…
But what he really is and, what
he appears to be) words and
melody would appear to hold
an audience spellbound for a
moment. The experience is
one of ﬁrst, ﬁne, careless
rapture to those musical
aﬁcionado who are initially

exposed to listening the lyrics
of a gazal song in the dulcet,
resonance of a matured young
vocalist, somewhat like old
wine in a new bottle – Janiva
Roy, a Bengali by birth who
would rather keep alive the
rich, traditional Muslim
culture of promoting gazals
than choose among the wider
repertoire of songs from
Bengal. After the successful
launch of her ghazal album
'Sochtey Sochtey' in Mumbai,
Janiva is awaiting the release
of this ghazal repertoire of
songs on November 22 this
month.

Painter

Fashion Designer

https://www.facebook.com/groups/tcvnetwork
TheCrazeVenture

Ghazal Exponent

Anit Mukerjea

Dancer

thecrazeventure.in

thecrazeventure@gmail.com

vent

rchi tec t

Craze

Hunt

Explore Your
Performing Art

9874175014 / 8697440735
T&C Apply. The decision of the organizer is ﬁnal and binding.
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The Craze Venture Shakti Rup na Samman 2015
The Craze Venture Shakti Rupēna Samman 2015, organized by Event Architect was introduced to mark the celebration of Kali Puja - Festival of Lights. The concept was
supported by Moksh, powered by Sanju Jain's DMPI, sponsored by Impex Enterprises and Suryavanshi Group of Industries, partnered by Mega Facility and GameB.
The awards were judged by industrialist Manish Singh Suryavanshi, celebrity anchor Sima Rakshit, actor Suvankar Chakraborty, singer-actor Sirshaa Rakshit, actorjournalist Amitava Rej and editor Babu Dubey. Picture by Swarnadeep Mitra & Soumitra Dey.
351st Year Kali Puja of Haripur Ghatak Bari, Santipur - The history of this
puja in the Nadia district, dates back to 1665 started by the then Zamindar Iswar
Kaliprasad Churamani. “Ghatak” title was conferred upon by maharaja Krishna
Chandra while handing over the estate to this family. Post independence, the entire
family got scattered all over India but they congregate during the festivals. As
inevitable; old generations are replaced by the new ones, so as the process of
celebrations. But, the tradition and ritual procedure are strictly adhered by all
generations. The idol is made in their temple and decked up with silver and gold
ornaments. The puja, performed in the 'tantra' method starts at late night and
continues till dawn. The main garland of the goddess consists of 1008 'jaba'
ﬂowers and the yajna (hom) also has equal numbers of 'billo patra', which is
mandatory. Animal sacriﬁce is still performed. A big spread of devi bhog in huge
quantity is cooked in front of the deity which is customary. Next morning, the bhog
is distributed to the entire villagers and visitors. The Craze Venture appreciated
their legacy in the 'Household Kali Puja - Oldest and Traditional'. The award was
received by Sudipta Ghatak on behalf of Ghatak Bari.

Bapuji Sporting Club Shyama Puja Committee, Nager Bazar - In this 33rd year
of their celebration, they came up with a theme which was not only a feast for the
eyes but had a social message. The committee members, mostly women,
introduced “Lotaye Pataye Deepawali; Amader Pushpanjali”. The theme tagline
was to evoke environmental awareness. Plastic is a threat for polluting the
environment and baneful to human life; thus, most of the decoration was done by
cloth. Roses made from different colored cloths were spread all over the pandal.
Compact Discs, even though plastic in nature, were also used to convey the
importance of recycling. Those discs complemented as leaves to the roses. The
concept was that of offering homage to the goddess with plentiful roses. The idol
was also thematic but not abstract in form or manifestation. It was a suggestive of
the goddess descending to a pollution free environment. Lighting and other
decorations seamlessly matched the theme. The brainchild of Banerjee duo - artists
Rajesh and Surojit aptly displayed their magniﬁcent craft, pre-conceived by the
Chief Coordinator Keya Das. The Craze Venture awarded 'Best Theme with Social
Message', received by the Secretary Pranob Das, Keya Das and other members.

Dhakuria Pragati Sangha, Tannupukur Road - Marking the 15th year of Kali
Puja, this committee came up with a theme which was the 3rd sequel to Lord
Vishnu's 10 Avatar - 'Baraho', the Sanskrit name for boar. Mythology preaches that
Vishnu is the Lord of organization or restoration and Baraho supposed to have
saved the world from a ﬂood disaster. The interior of the pandal had Baraho with a
symbolic representation of the world held on its nose, which was truly artistic.
Beneath it was seen Kali seated on Shiva in meditation. The exterior of the pandal
was a replica of lotus, one of Vishnu's attributes amongst the four. Light and sound
effects made the whole theme more appealing and come alive. An interesting and
notable fact is - since the inception of this puja, the members themselves conceive
the theme, execute and work by their own hands sans any decorators. Only the idol
and light settings are done through hiring. The Craze Venture awarded
“Originality in Theme & Representation”, received with applause by President
Pranab Kanti Kar, Jt. Secretaries Susovon Bose and Soumojit Bhattacharya,
Treasurer Tribikram Mitra, Convener Raja Neogi and others.

Prafulla Nagar Sakti Sangha, Dum Dum - The Craze Venture recognized their
effort in their 64th year of puja and awarded in two categories: 'Theme and
Decoration' and 'Special Jury Award - Concept'. “Tantra Jantra Maa-er Mantra”
was the theme of artists Rajib Mitra and Bivash Baidya. The pandal and decorations
were in line with the title depicting the instruments and hymns of 'tantra'. Black
cloth was used all around to enliven the nuances relevant to this spiritual cult of
worshiping Kali. They traditionally follow one of the manifestation's of Kali i.e.
Shyama and had a small idol for offering puja. To conclude the theme, a symbolic
woman suggestive of 'Bhairabi', surrounded by ﬁre performing yajna was created
with mythological chants. Lighting was considerably good, even though there was
much scope of a more compact representation of the entire concept. The message
conveyed that the 'tantra' or spirituality was and is still existent. And, it also includes
that rather not become an Atheist or thrive for materialistic values, instead follow
the path of divinity. Puja committee President Radheshyam Ghosh and Jt. Sec.
Pradyut Sarkar, Arindam Nandi and Gourab Ghosh, club committee's Jt. Sec.
Mridul Ghoswami and other members including Akash Nandi, Niloy Dutta were
overwhelmed for recognizing their efforts.

The Craze Venture extends gratitude to all the sponsors, partners, associates and guests for their kind support to host this event. Heartiest congratulations to all the winners.

Attention! Internship on Journalism

Keep

Assignments available at following
areas: Shyampukur, Jorasanko,
Bhabanipur, Rashbehari
TheCrazeVenture

thecrazeventure.in

thecrazeventure@gmail.com

at your
book store/library

Advertise
Your
Bookstore
or Library
for FREE

News Desk
Sub Editor
Sagnik Chowdhury

epaper@thecrazeventure.in

Join TCV Network
http://bit.ly/tcvnetwork
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